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Can Be Used to Interpret Temple Sculptures. An Example from 

in dance scenes and dance postures, thus representing a great source of 

in  traditional Indian art. In this work, a posture of the arms frequently found 

 temple is analyzed  according

to the 

on stage. While doing so, the work highlights how traditional dance, with its 

to the temple: dance is the language through which the sculptures are enliv-

ened and speak, so to say, to the devotees while they perform the ritual of 

) and entering into it.

s, vismaya hasta.

Introduction

in the -
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of dance, the 

their sculptural representations carved in the 

here s are considered almost as static postures.1 It was only 

 

through the lens of dance (Vatsyayan 1968), in such a way extend-

 

the analysis of the sets of -

ples of Tamil Nadu.2

and postures of dance in the sculptures of different regions and 

in the  meanwhile how the language of dance informs all sculptures 

-

ing a thorough  methodology for the technical analysis of the sculp-

tures from the point of view of dance,3

1 s considered 

-

tice of performing the s was, at some point in time and for some still 

unclear reasons, interrupted. Although there are references to the performance 

of s at least up to the 15th century Vijayanagara period (as an example, 

see the 15th 

Filliozat 1985: 314), the names and descriptions of these s are  different 

from the 

a living tradition of performing the s, that scholars referred to the only 

2 For a list of the temples where sculptural renderings of the s 

3

ways of grouping the 108 s 

are divided into ten groups according to the main characteristic of the move-

-
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s 

as “cadences of  movements culminating in a pose” (ibid.: 99) and not

 

approach marks a revolution: if a  is a sequence, each sculpture 

making any attempt to identify the s very challenging. Around 

the s from the point of view of the dance performance. Dancer 

thesis in 1978.4 She also created drawings as the preparation for a new 

set of sculptures5

stages of each  action are offered to the view simultaneously.6 

The 

from the sama

description of the groups of s formed according to the two methods, see 

Vatsyayan 2007 [1968]: 98–136 and Vatsyayan 1982: 11–25.
4

from different sources and use them to create a dance choreography.  
5 The sculptural representations of the -

6

, 

. The main 

.
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temple (9th/10th

cases, as moments of s,7

reliefs as the oldest representation of s known so far.

To know what is a of dance, how it is rendered in the  sculptures 

and what is its use in the theatrical performance, is  fundamental 

In particular, the role of s in relation to the  arousing of s, 

emotions, and ultimately rasa, the aesthetic experience that is the aim 

of the performance, is controversial;8 more so when dance, a perform-

ing art, is rendered through the medium of another art, that is sculpture. 

s comes from two sources:

1. The textual sources,  the  of Bharatamu-

(ABh). Later texts, such as 

and 

description of the s. Although they mostly follow literally 

 regional s that could 

2. The sculptural representations of the s found in the  temples 
th

7

three moments in the performance of a single , thus offering a simulta-

neous rendering of a whole  action. This is not seen in any of the  Indian 

temples where a systematic attempt to represent the 

-

8
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(12th th

at Thiruvannamalai (16th

calam (16th century), where a solo dancer is represented performing 

the s. In some cases, the names and verses from the fourth 

The systematic representations of the s found in the temples 

-

way to represent most of the 108 

-

ring in each 

if the dancing sculptures carved in non-systematic contexts do represent 

s.9 In this paper, some of the dancing sculptures from 

temple, although it does not represent the -

providing an important source of information for the study of how 

the movements and postures of  (dance)10

in the temples as well as at the court.11

9 I would like to thank an anonymous reviewer for sharing some 

insightful remarks on this point.
10 In this work I translate 
11 On the existence of a living tradition of dancers dedicated 

in 

see the inscription from Arsikere district (EC 5.1.134), dated 1369, that men-
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the dance actions found in the sculptures with the s of the 

on the s, especially the .12 s are made 

s (stances) and 

( /rasa). Based on this, I propose an analysis of the most common 

dance movement of the arms ( ) in the dancing sculptures of 

s and 

the - s with the aim to explore how the language of dance 

-

s and rasas. In this manner, I will 

communicates with the devotees, through the sculptures, in this way 

Few scholarly works addressed the topic of the dance  sculptures 

-

ined the ways in which dance is represented in the arts of Karnataka 

-

EC 7.170. The temple dancers are generally referred to in the inscriptions with 

the term or

and the ritual service (bhoga) they provide in the temple. In the Kannada 

 and . In another inscrip-

tion (EC 5.1.125), the dancing girls consecrated to the temple are referred 

to with the name degulada sule, their supervisor is called sulevala and 

their quarters sulegeri. 
12  
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on the representation of dance in the sculptural art of Karnataka 

 

dance sculptures, while a general study of the dance move-

(Nadig 1990). This last work is written from a dancer perspective 

-

(Ramaswami 2000) offers a comprehensive survey that includes 

the analysis of the 

-

exploring the different aspects of the complex relationship involving 

the following categories: 1. the textual sources on dance and sculpture 

(  and s); 2. the sculptors; 3. the dancers (temple danc-

ers and court dancers); 4. the devotees for whom the images are meant. 

 in 

the dance technique,13

on the 

the way in which dance is represented in sculptures and the relationship 

The s of dance

 is a noun 

in the neuter gender denoting an instrument that is used to perform 

an action ( ).14 In the context of dance, the word  

 

13

14 The name is formed from the root  in the sense 

 (ana

In the process, ñ gets the it-  and disappears. See , 3.3.119.
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).15

gupta explains the word in terms of action: “a  is an action. 

16

s join together to form longer sequences of dance 

movements called s.17

108 s and 32 s.18 They constitute the vital essence 

15 The names hasta and  

hasta

 [the word]  includes the lower part of 

 

16   

.
17 s are sequences of four, six,  seven or 

eight s (

). The word  indicates 

a movement ( , from the root 

in the right places” (tatra  

,  
18

of static postures and movements” (

the s and the 

-

ments that the text mentions only those s which are  useful in making up 

the s (

s which 

extremely charming nature (

, 
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( )19 of dance (

and s are the same, for nothing else exists in  apart from 

the s.20

 in dance: “an action which is different 

 

”.21 The reference here is to the nature of dance ( ), which 

is “not in view of any task ( )”. The con-

the 
22 

The 

s)23 of 

as “

19

20

of   as: 

 

is a grammatical device used to indicate that something is considered as if com-

posed of different parts, even though there is only one entity. The example typi-

cally given is 

is just a head. Therefore, in the same way, the genitive in the expression “  

” indicates that s.
21

22  

p. 21. s and  “while  dancing, 

on account of internal happiness” (

This is expressed outwardly in the form of , a playfulness full of grace 

23 The four s are: 
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[the sequences of movements called] the s of dance.”24 Further-

as 

and  -

ducing s and rasas” and especially “evoking the  rasa”. 

While commenting on the nature of the 

introduces important elements to evaluate the existence and the nature 

s of dance and the arousing of the aes-

thetic experience known as rasa. First of all, the name is derived 

from 

saundaravaicitrya)25 

of the  to the representation that s and rasas can 
26 This holds 

true in particular for the  rasa

, i.e. turns, 

-

essary agents in the process of arousing s and rasas: 

Therefore, even if the four means of representation (abhinaya) which 

are the cause of the manifestation of  [rasa] are employed 

in the delicate mode ( ), without sweet and indolent turns and 

cannot even mention the relish of  rasa [let alone experience it!] 
27

24 One should keep in mind at all times that the  is a man-

-

 and the s using the same words, 

 

25

26

” (

).
27
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When different types of dance movements act together with abhinaya,28 

music and songs, they concur to the arousing of s and rasas 

-

ta indicating viniyogas, theatrical uses, for the - s listed 
29

time, in this site was the city of Dorasamudra that served as the  capital 

th

on a platform (jagati) and consists of two connected shrines, containing 

s respectively. Both shrines 

have star-shaped outer walls and include a 30 and 

28 abhinaya) and for the descrip-

tion of the four modes of abhinaya ), 

words ( ), psychophysical states ( ) and  ornaments 

(
29 viniyoga for 79 out of 108 

 viniyogas have a mimetic value that 

itself as in 1: , 

 83: 

other cases, the viniyogas have a mimetic value even though their usage is not 

hinted at in the  47: , ‘scorpi-

-

viniyogas 

are directly linked to the expression of s, as in  11: , 

in this work. In the same way, there are examples of s used to express 

jealousy, anger, wrath, arrogance, etc. 
30 The term  primarily refers to the front projection of the  
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a square  or  (pillared hall). Each shrine 

large niches added to the center of each side. The superstructures are 

missing. The temple has four entrances to the s: two from 

the East, one from the North and one from the South. Each doorway 

-

ple feature an ornated 

called s (cornices) running along the temple and each carved 

of elephants; 2. A row of lions; 3. A row of creepers; 4. A row of horse-

men; 5. Another row of creepers; 6. Scenes from the epics, the s, 
31 7. A row of makaras (crocodiles); 8. A row of s 

s and up to the eaves in the outer 

walls of the  is the central portion of the wall that is deco-

rated with reliefs of gods and goddesses. Elsewhere, in the front part 

of the temple, the central portion of the wall is decorated with s 

(perforated screens) and railings. While the screens are not decorated 

except for geometrical patterns, the railings showcase three rows of 

these are: 1. Alternatively recessed and protruding niches with minia-

tures of s and s/ es; 2. A row of miniature 

-

ing warriors, erotic scenes and dancers. Finally, in the outer walls of 

-

in the context of this work: the row with miniature s occupies 

the visual space elsewhere assigned to the sixth  and most of 

31 For a list of all the themes found in the sculptures of the sixth , 

see the Annual Report for the year 1930 of the Mysore Archeological Depart-

ment 1934: 33–60.
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of the temple looks rather plain, although it still contains sculptured 

door lintels leading to the , sculptured ceilings 

(often displaying dance scenes) and some sculptured pillar  

(plinths), also displaying dance scenes. On the top portion of the pillars 

-

tures (130 cm ca.) of the so called ‘

 perform dance movements. 

movement in the context of a dance scene. Typically, these  sculptures 

s: showing the dance movements of gods and goddesses.

engaged in proper dance movements. The dancing sculptures constitute 

time and territory. More interestingly, they provide the source to inves-

tigate the criteria leading to the choice of certain dance movements 

Sculptures representing proper dance movements are found all 

over the temple, although the majority of them converge in the sixth 

includes the narrative friezes, is where the eyes naturally focus as one 
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walks around the temple.32

33 in the lowest section of 

the railings: these measure around 23 cm and are located at an approxi-

-

to the s, or 

dancing gods and goddesses. Dance movements are also frequently 

-
34 Finally, 

s of the topmost 

35 Still, from 

a technical point of view, the range of dance movements represented 

share the same posture of the arms, with one hand kept near the ear and 

the other stretched at the side in dola hasta.36

The frequency of its occurrence suggests that this movement 

32

a line passing through the middle of the cornice. The sixth cornice occupies 

33 The niches are organized so that dancers occupy the protruding nich-

es, while the musicians occupy the recessed ones.
34

35 -

ence of musicians. 
36 dola [hasta] when the shoulders are 

 [hasta] are hanging down while performing 

a ” (

 ).
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the temple walls. The sculptures hold the hand kept near the ear in slightly 

is showing a pose similar to 37 or / .38 

In other cases, the hand in  is stretched outwards with 

and outward movement of the 39 or 40 type. The gen-

eral impression is that of a movement in which the arms move away from 
41 From the icono-

generally known in the - s as vismaya hasta, literally a gesture 

expressing wonder (vismaya).42

37  [hasta

).
38  [hasta

round towards the palm of the hand, standing sideways and separated” (

).
39

-

sion” (

).
40  “It is called [ ], [the movement 

-

sion” (

).
41 : “proceeding out from the region of 

 as one of 

42 On the vismaya
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resting on the ground in 43 

s (span) from the other foot, giving the general impression of 

a stance ( ), like the 44 or the  45 

in 46 or :47

or also could suggest an alternate upward and downward move-

ment of the type of 48

),49  sometimes 

43 The foot in 

44  the feet are kept two 

and a half s apart, one in the natural position, the other in  with 

 [i.e. properly held in a natural position with the chest raised, see 

). 
45  [ ], which is sacred to Indra, 

the feet are kept four s apart in  with the toes pointing sideways. 

The waist and the knee are in a natural position” (

).
46 kuñcita when the heel 

in the aristocratic gait, in turning around and in performing the ” 

(

).
47  when the [right] foot has 

-

ral position” (

).
48

then the heel touches the ground” ( ).
49  [ ] when one kuñcita 
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kuñcita, sometimes with the sole completely turned upwards 

–6). Lastly, in a few examples, the legs are crossed 

at the shins ( ) in the 

as in the 50

considered in this study display proper dance movements that involve 

one hand in vismaya 

hasta of iconography. The texts on dance do not mention the expres-

sion of wonder (vismaya) as one of the main usages for 

hasta.51

s where 

the  hasta is linked to the expression of the feeling of won-

-

tures considered in this work, although, this is not with the intention 

52 The main 

). 
50  when the head is alternately 

turned to the sides” ( ). 
51 In her work, Ramaswami (Ramaswami 2000) remarks the  outstanding 

frequency of this 

 with 

the vismaya hasta

any reference to the use of the  to express wonder makes her 

conclude that “in this case dance and sculptural texts seem to differ in usage” 

(Ramaswami 2000: 137). The textual evidence from the ABh proposed in this 

 hasta to signify wonder (vismaya).
52

of the same dance action where the arms are carved in the same position 

 is fascinating 
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representations of these three s with the dancing sculptures of 

-

recorded in some theatrical sources.
 

(  11),53 ,54

nava gupta explains as one hand in  and the other in   

raised to the shoulders in an alternate movement,55 perhaps  following 

-

-

senting different moments of the same dance action since, at least in principle, 

a  would require the arms to move as well. 
53

54  hasta named : 

“It is called  [ ] when two hands are loose at the wrists” 

( ). The description found 

description of the hand movement involved in the : 

“when two  hands are stretched upwards in and turned 

svastika, [the pose] is considered 

. Some say that here two 

say that is that in which two  hands, loose at the wrists, 

are lowered and raised up, either at the sides or in front. Still other mentions 

 in the place of 

(Kunjunni Raja and Burnier 1976).
55  [

performed with one hand in  and the other in 
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the movement of the waist to the sides.56

this 

 

 or  and a slightly shifted waist.57 However, the move-

in the sculptures, especially as it assigns great importance to the ala-

 

is used in expressing wonder: 

.58

adds that the  hand gesture in this 

[the feeling of] wonder”.59 In the  60 the legs perform 

to the shoulders” (

).
56 The main feature of this  is the oscillation of the waist from 

side to side ( , 

 , the legs perform 

the  [ ] when 

the foot in 

foot turns on the sole”) and the  

as [ ] when the kuñcita foot is thrown upwards, then stretched 

in front and made to fall on the ground” (

) 

 and one kuñcita foot 

raised in the second . The dancer should then take the   

57 See Vatsyayan 1982: 24.
58

the meaning of a sentence where [the sentiment of] wonder is prevalent”  

( ).
59 

4.72, p. 102).
60
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the  61 and  with a turning movement of 

 and one kuñcita foot raised in the second . 

 

According to the texts, another feature of this 

of the middle of the waist moving side to side.62 The dancer should 

then take the  

the  with the feet apart.

The second case of an  hasta used in connection with 

the representation of the feeling of wonder is found in the ABh on the 

catura (  39),63 añcita hand 
64 The hand in  

caturam,65 where 

-

liar as it differs from the representation of the arm stretched across the tor-

so in  66 that typically characterizes the sculptural representa-

tions of this 

in the texts as one foot performing the alternate upwards/ downwards 

61 [ ] when the foot 

in 

on the sole” (

).
62 
63

64 añcita,  

 ( ). SR (SR 7.648–9) and NR (NR 4.192) give only 

, following ABh.
65 See Vatsyayan 1982: 9.
66 karihasta [ ] when the  

hand is lifted and swings from side to side, while the other hand in  

is held at the ear” (

).
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movement ( ).67  

is used on stage to indicate the feeling of astonishment, this time expressed 

, the jester of the theatrical play.68 

In the third case, the   (  42)69

, 

shoulders with  hasta”.70 The  hasta
71

viniyoga for 

this -

inant [purport] is wonder (vismaya), the desire of moving through the sky, 

etc.”72 This is the less interesting movement in the context of this work as none 

of the movements included in this 

considered here. Besides the ABh, in the section dealing with the move-

 head, 

on stage in order to represent the feeling of wonder (vismaya), among others.73 

67

68

savismaya) and similar”.

( ).
69

70  

.
71 See Vatsyayan 1982: 75.
72

. The  position of the leg 

73  head [is used in expressing] accomplish-

sporting” (

). Also the 

the same feeling: “the , 
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intended to express wonder is appropriate to its location in the temple. 

( ) of the adbhuta rasa : 

Walking into a temple is a determinant for adbhuta for those who have 
74 

A th -

the temple:

75

With regard to the location of most of the sculptures I identify as repre-

-

-

in . In fact, in some cases, the dance sequences found here 

are an integral part of the narration, like in the case of the  

trying to divert Arjuna from his penance in the  panel 

located in the South-East wall or with the 

in the North-East portion of the temple wall.76 Irrespective of the con-

vismaya/  posture 

adbhuta,  and  rasas are prominent” (

).
74 

Cuneo (Cuneo 2008–2009).
75 EC 11.Dg.25. 
76 For a description of these two narrative sequences, see Ramaswami 

2000: 290–293.
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of the arms. In a certain way, since the narrative cornice is the focus 

at conveying some meaning to the devotees makes more sense here 

-

ments found in the narrative friezes and the way their viniyogas may 

Another case that requires special attention is that of the s, 

 

ugra 

variant of vismaya hasta

vismaya hasta 

as it would require a thorough investigation and detailed study.77

4. The dancers, the sculptors, the devotees: preliminary  conclusions

Inscriptions inform that dance played an important role in the life 

when dance was performed, such as:

in the  in front of the sanctum.

2. The dance dramas of the 

77 , the vismaya hasta is not 

-

ment and surprise. Instead, this may represent a variation of vismaya hasta that 

of a superhuman state of enragement. As an anonymous reviewer suggested, this 

variation of vismaya hasta

of 
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3. The festive dances performed while following the processions 

utsava).

many queens were renowned dancers themselves.78 Certainly, dance 

performed at court and in the temple, especially in their relation with 

would demand a study on its own, and so would an investigation of how 

sculptors were trained and instructed in representing the movements of 

dance. Instead, the focus of the present study is on how dance is possi-

-

-

half of which share a similar movement of the arms featuring one hand. 

, according to dance 

terminology, or vismaya hasta, according to sculpture  terminology. From 

 

the presence of  hasta and the expression of the feel-

ing of wonder (vismaya, adbhuta) in dance sequences, as the 

hasta is included in all the -

one of these 

without confronting the visual material with the evidence coming from 

different sources, for example, epigraphy. Never theless, the evidence 

78

(1104–1141), as a “head-jewel in all manners of dancing” and an “expert 

in vocal and instrumental music, and dancing” (See EC 5.Bl.58 and 

for them, on how to properly carve the dance postures.
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of a textual source, as the , suggests that in theatrical 

 

were used to convey the  feeling of wonder in the same way as won-

der is conveyed in sculptures with the hand gesture known as vismaya 

hasta. The recurrent presence of the dance posture featuring an -

lava hasta 

vismaya, or wonder.

In order to represent the vismaya hasta of s in the context 

-

(

the vismaya hasta , 

as the same is known in  dance. More so, given the fact that different 

textual and epigraphic sources record wonder as a feeling naturally 

experienced in connection with the sight of the temple. From my analy-

-

ventional language to communicate precise meanings, in a way simi-

lar to the 

-

tural scenes aesthetically more appealing. Of course, these concerns 

most decisive factors guiding the artists in the choice of the movement 

-

lava hasta

of the 

is a conventional device that all onlookers could understand as the sign of 

 posture is not the only way 

. 
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-

tors could represent the dance movements in a correct way  necessarily 

implies that they had a knowledge, whether direct or mediated, of 

a strict hierarchical structure.79 An analysis of the places, dates and 

attests the existence of different workshops where artists of lower skills 

in different s.80

knowledge of the -

racy of the dancing postures found in the temple sculptures. More so, 

present poor grammar and faulty spelling, thus suggesting the work of 

79

Settar 1992: 86–88.
80 As a consequence of this practice, the signature names of these  master 

 

-

gold work, metal work, stone work, woodwork, painting, calligraphy, iconog-

raphy and all other skilled handwork”. See Collyer 1990: 118. Another inscrip-

s” 

(EC 5.Cn.265, see Settar 1992: 84). Although none of these inscriptions explicitly 

mentions dance as one of the 

of the traditional arts would likely include that as well.
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almost illiterate artists who were following the instructions of a master 

and were replicating his models with little variations from them.81 This 

could also explain the limited variety of the dance  movements repre-

sented on the temple sculptures:82 if one movement was considered 

meaning or not. 

As per the selection of pertinent dance movements aimed at  

communicating certain feelings in a way similar to the theatrical repre-

-

atrical usages (viniyoga

the ABh, including in form of references contained in later works com-

posed in the South Indian courts or circulating in the Deccan area.83 

of the dance movements were taken from the direct witnessing of a liv-

ing tradition of performing the 

different from the one that represented the direct source of information 

for the instructions of the ABh concerning the s and their uses. 

Future research aimed at investigating the history and circumstances 

for the performance of the s in ancient India will hopefully 

81 See Collyer 1990: 143–146.
82

temple, 59 show the same posture of the arms accompanied with four legs variations. 

83 Although composed in the mid-13th century and therefore after 

-

rowings from ABh, are the expression of a dance scholarship very close 

that the same knowledge of the dance technique was circulating, whether 

th century.
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the nuances and meaning of the dance movements carved in the  temple, 

 

the living traditions of performing the 

that the presence of conventional signs, like the  leg or the ala-

/vismaya hasta itself could have served the purpose of making 

the meaning of the movement clear to all onlookers sharing a particular 

of witnessing the accurate rendering of dance in the sculptures. What-

-

ture and the performative medium of dance allows traditional dance 

-

tion of the majority of the dancing sculptures at a convenient height 

-

( ). In this context, the recurrence of the /vismaya 

hasta

further research is undertaken, the question remains open, 

as to the extent in which the technical language of dance and theatre was 

-

tures and empower them to communicate a range of  meanings that are 

-

-

on textual and sculptural sources and closely connected to the theatri-

cal practice could add a whole new level of understanding of dancing 
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